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As the result of many different redevelopment projects, nabla wind hub found that:

The nabla sensors advanced anemometric system ensures that the turbines reach
their full potential by measuring the wind where it first hits the turbine, at the spinner, in
front of the wings.

It consists on a triple or single sensor ultrasonic anemometer, providing real time wind
data in accordance with IEC61400-12-2 for non-perturbated wind measurement,
reducing the uncertainty of the data obtained.

INTRODUCTION

Wind measurements from nacelle anemometers are untrustworthy due to
their position behind the rotor wake.

It measures wind with too high uncertainty due to increased turbulence.

Thus, even best calibrated transfer functions provide too poor result,

Turbine controller struggles with low quality data for turbine governance,
resulting in inadequate performance and failure risks.

SCADA data based on such limited wind measurements are a very poor
and uncertain source of information for turbines performance monitoring.

Turbines work with yaw misalignment.

CONCEPT

In order to increase accuracy in Redevelopment of wind farms and balance the lack of
quality inputs, nabla wind hub has developed the nabla sensors, which consists of:

Rotating ultrasonic anemometers located at the spinner of the turbine,
where wind conditions become undisturbed and the measurement of the
wind has much less uncertainty.

3D accelerometers in each sensor in order to control rotation of the sensor
but also vibrations coming from the blades, from the main shaft and drive
train and nacelle fore-aft and side-side vibrations, measuring overall
turbine vibrations in most critical point.

Equipped with heating system (for turbines with power socket at the hub),

And lightning protection system.



METHODOLOGY
Generally, it has a triple beneficial effect in Asset Redevelopment programs for wind
farms:

Lower uncertainty associated to life expectancy results
More realistic life extension models
More accurate and less conservative life extension scenarios

Optimal high quality wind input
Vibrations Analytics
Merging data analytics with aeroelastic and physical models 
Realistic time-to-failure and time-to-service

Correcting yaw misalignment is a life extension enabler
Allows the turbine to work under optimal conditions
Avoiding undesired alternate loads

Improving accuracy in wind measurement: 

Enabler of High Quality nabla analytics health monitoring: 

Adverse loads reduction: 

And some specific applications:

Optimal Performance and SCADA Monitoring in complex terrain: while
typically SCADA data delivers severe differences in performance monitoring
in same turbines depending on the terrain, detailed nabla sensors
measurements prove that the turbines perform in a much more
homogeneous way, allowing to detect true underperforming turbines.

Figure: SCADA performance based on nacelle
anemometer for same turbines in different terrain
conditions. It can be seen that Complex 26 unit is
“delivering correct performance and very severe
differences in performance between site
conditions. 

Figure: Real Data with nabla sensors. Turbine
performances become more homogeneous
independently from the site conditions and true
underperformers are clearly identified (Complex 26
example).

Existing WSM strategies are too conservative due to uncertainty, and this
results in inefficiency.
Advanced anemometrics with nabla sensors allows to set up an
advanced WSM.

Advanced Wind Sector management for troubled wind farms:

nabla sensors



nabla wind hub is an independent technology platform that delivers asset
redevelopment projects for the wind industry worldwide. End-to-end & one-stop-shop
partner for SPVs and Porftolios revaluation, through Life Extension, Performance
Improvement and Maintenance Optimisation; based on state of the art technologies,
such as top-accuracy aeroelastic models, in-house rerotoring components, and
advanced monitoring solutions. 
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Detecting the angles of yaw misalignment in which the turbine is
working, impacting negatively in loads and performance.
Correcting it, realigning the turbine, and recovering performance and
normal fatige acumulation.

Yaw Misalignment detection and correction:

OUTCOMES

Nabla can provide monthly reports providing most accurate real time measurement of:

Wind Speed.

Turbulence intensity (realistic undisturbed), one of the key parameters in turbine
performance.

Flow Inclination.

Yaw Misalignment (detection and correction).

Figure: Typical Scenarios for Wind Sector
management. Typical approach based against
turbulence intensity using SCADA and nacelle
anemometer delivers too high downtime periods. If
Turbulence is measured in more detail this is
reduced, and if finally it is sized against loads using
detailed wind measurements the downtime is
strongly reduced while keeping turbines safe in
operation.

 600 wind farms
assessed

 

1200 sensors
installed

 

2000 blades
installed

+250 Wind Turbines
monitored


